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NEWSLETTER – October 2012 
 
So here we go again, more Newsletters produced by myself, a task that I enjoy.  My last stint was back 

in 2008 when Mike Ingles took over as Newsletter Editor and Events manager. Now that he has emigrated to the 
Southern Cape it is my pleasure to take up these tasks again. 

 
I believe in good and frequent communication with all the members; the Newsletter is a means of 

providing information and comment to the members.  The newsletter is YOUR Newsletter so you the members 
must communicate back not only muttering amongst yourselves but also to the club “management” and the 
Newsletter is the medium in which to air your views, comment and make suggestions.  So I have introduced a 
section “letters to the editor”. So send them in and I will include the relevant paragraphs with author for all to see. 

 
To all new members we welcome you to our club. We are a fraternity of people, (I was going to say 

elderly but withdrew this comment), all of whom have a passionate interest in railways, old or new, steam, diesel, 
electric or clockwork, of model and prototype, and of any Nationality, gauge or scale.  As long as it runs on rails it 
is acceptable, even trams!  We gather at the layout to run our models, to see those of other members, and to 
meet friends, chat about anything, including women, politics, sports, chatter, other women, sometimes trains, 
local gossip and bullshit. For most of us it is that camaraderie that really knits us together so apart from watching 
model trains go round the layouts it is my intention to have more social type events at least once a month. 

 
Your contributions whether they be bouquets or brick-bats are welcome, we grow through new 

inventions and ideas so let’s have them in the “Letters to the Editor” section. 

Report Backs 
Layout Visit to Glyns’ “Track on a Plank” N Gauge, Sunday 30th September 
 

 
When Glyn offered to open his layout for a visit he told me that it was N gauge American still under 

construction so was still just Track on a Plank.  Well it is “Some Track on Some Plank”, what a modest 
underestimation Glyn.  Yes it is still under construction as ALL model layouts are, but what a layout. Glyn has a 
purpose built railway room with all facilities, the track being a continuous run utilising 2 spirals with 2 levels in an 
E shaped plan. The length of run is thus many metres and takes a normal speed American freight train about 25 
minutes to traverse the whole circuit.  Control system is DCC using Digitrax DCS100 Chief and a DB 150 
booster.  Loconet panels are placed strategically but the best feature is radio control. Wire less, no need to have 
dangling throttle cables! 

A ride on a train will take you through various scenic sections, 2 mountainous areas (which hide the 2 
spirals) and about 6 stations, wayside halts and settlements. (I hope I have the right American terminology here). 
Most mainline track is single but there are some dual track sections, with crossovers that allow trains to pass.  
Track is all PECO with some points being digitally controlled from the throttle using little servomotors, very nice.  



 
Guess who?  Looks guilty does he not. 

 
Most people enjoy their model layouts when showing it off to their friends; I certainly do especially when 

the visitors are railway modellers themselves and appreciate what they see.. To operate it properly one needs 
several train drivers (called engineers, (not true engineers) in America) so time tables are required to which the 
trains must run to.  Hence the Ops Sessions, great fun and often very prototypical (the language that is). Glyn 
has these in mind and I am sure that he will have many budding train drivers and station controllers awaiting a 
turn in the queue. 

Once again many thanks to Glyn for the visit and his good lady for the fine spread of yummies. We look 
forward to the progress of another fine layout and the prospect of enjoyable operating sessions. 

 
A bit more than “track on a plank”, it all works, got his priorities right.  Well done Glyn. 



30th Anniversary Luncheon, October 14th at Benoni Country Club 

Judging by the chatter, laughter and joking, eating and drinking all must have enjoyed this social get 
together to celebrate the past 30 years of existence since the forming of EMRIG.  It proved a most successful 
and happy occasion. We were privileged to have two of the original members, Dave Walker and John Burkhardt 
attend.  Dave gave us some insight to the clubs origins, its ups and downs and his appreciation that it has not 
only survived but has grown to be one of the larger model railway groups in the country. 

 
As one can see from the photo all were smiling and happy.  No doubt the presence of wives (and girl friends ?) 
contributed to the occasion.  Thanks to all for your attendance, hope to see you all again next year. 

Maintenance Day, Sunday 23rd September. 
At the EGM it was agreed that we would frequently have a day dedicated to cleaning the place up, repairs and 
maintenance to the layouts and have an informal meeting to discuss any issues. This event was logged in the 
EVENTS CALANDER so it was disappointing to have only a handful of members attend. So little was achieved. 
Ron Poole’s Snow Hill modules were reversed so that the scenic side was on the outside of the layout, and I 
managed a bit on my station.  So do we really want a maintenance and meeting day now and then, yes we do so 
the next will be on Saturday November 13th. The work to be done will be advised on the day, I do not want to put 
you off now! 
 
DCC Layout, all working well but some time required to; 

1. connect the fiddle yard to the main station, 
2. Change a faulty switch on the control panel 
3. Add another 900 mm module into the loop, has anyone got a double track 900 x 600 mm module? 

 
Analogue layout, problems with, 

1. Alignment of track on Snow Hill Tunnel exit causing some derailments 
2. Control desk point control and yard power control?  Driving instructions needed? 
3.  

 
Branch Line  

1. New modules required 
2. New 1800 x 600 main line module with crossing for branch line out and back track work 
3.  

 
N Gauge Up and running but 

1. More scenery, buildings and structures? 
2. Further extensions? 

 

Letters to the Editor 
As suggested in my opening now is your opportunity to express yourself in writing. One proposal that has been 
raised recently is the poor attendance at the layout on Sundays. I and others have opened up to have only one 
or two members coming , or none at all. In a recent e mail to all I suggested that you the members give me your 
opinion on this, do we only open on one Sunday a month?, never on Sunday? Or what?.  I have had a couple of 
replies. 



 
Responding	to	your	Sunday’s	question,	I	have	been	unable	to	attend	any	Sundays	due	to	numerous	other	commitments	
on	that	day	‐	invariably	on	different	Sundays	of	each	month.	This	is	unlikely	to	change,	so	my	personal	option	would	be	
to	discontinue	Sundays	altogether.	To	my	understanding	it	was	mostly	for	those,	e.g.	Richard	Minter,	who	could	not	
easily	get	to	E.Rand	from	W.Rand	on	a	Saturday,	but	it	seems	he	and	others	no	longer	attend	regularly	anyway.	Alan.	
 
Hi	Colin	just	want	to	say	that	we	should	run	trains	every	Saturday	&	every	4th	Sunday	of	the	month.	From	
Lester	
	
My	own	opinion;	once	a	month	at	least	as	we	have	to	cater	for	all,	CTT	
 
 Any other views, what do we do? 

Forth Coming Events 
I believe in producing an EVENTS CALENDAR that will contain all modelling type events, not only ours but 
others such as swap meets, toy fairs etc as not everyone is on Mervin’s mailing list.  I am in the process of 
updating ours and will send it out later this week. 
 
Also this morning some of us went to the Wilsons homestead to see their fine SAR layout, I could have included 
my report in this edition but I do not want to make the Newsletter too long. People do not read long issues, but 
they do read pictures 
 
That’s all for now, sorry this edition is a bit late but work has had to take priority, I am glad to say that the 
pressure is now coming off a bit.  Roll on the holidays. 

 
Happy Modelling, 
Colin TT  082 8280665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za  
 
 
 
Guess whose layout is this?  Read about it in the next Newsletter 
 

 
 
 


